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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek and Namaste and other high greetings.
This week I want to talk about an influence that I think is kind of a strong precursor to Valentine’s
Day where that is celebrated but just in general also more love energy coming in cosmically.
So the influence that I am noting is Scorpio and Chiron Healing. When you have the moon in
Scorpio you have more healing that happens, roughly every thirty days or so. And then you have
Chiron currently in Psychic Pisces which makes a lot of healing depth available. They’ve had a trine
of energy that is affected. And then when the moon is done with Scorpio it goes into the next sign
in the Zodiac, so it’s in Sagittarius, which adds a fire and an expansion.
So when you’re starting to work with the cosmic energies, you can consciously intend that any
Chiron Scorpio healing that you received is now moving forward with a bull’s eye arrow and a lot of

fire and expansion and actually targeting a specific area in your life or maybe a specific area of
global concern.
Alright Dear Ones. Thank you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
Terri is a workshop leader, holistic consultant, public speaker, radio and TV guest.
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